Increasing the SSB / AM audio RX & TX bandwidth on
the ICOM IC-756
Summary
This mod explains how to extend the audio RX and TX bandwidth of SSB and AM modes on the ICOM
IC-756 (nonPro). By replacing a few passive components, the TX audio bandwidth can easily be
increased to 5 kHz and beyond.

Introduction
The 756 AM/SSB TX bandwidth is limited to about 2.7 kHz natively. Those are pretty common figures
in amateur transceivers and nothing to be ashamed of. Maybe you are in luck and you own a later
model as I do, in such case, you’ll have a tiny switch near the 455 kHz crystal filters labeled W/N that
can increase your TX bandwidth up to 2.9 kHz (see Figure 1). Not bad at all, this can easily beat most
of the rigs out there!

Figure 1. W/N bandwidth switch (thanks to Adam M. Farson VA7OJ/AB4OJ).

Despite having this switch and this extended bandwidth, if you connect a headphone to the rig and
enable the monitor mode, you’ll notice a strong difference in TX audio quality between SSB/AM and
FM modes. This is because in standard FM the audio TX bandwidth is much greater than 2.9 kHz. The
reason why the standard FM F3E audio TX bandwidth has been made greater than standard SSB
bandwidth is long to explain, but in summary, the FM RF bandwidth needs a minimum bandwidth
regardless of the audio bandwidth (see Carson bandwidth rule). This means that the FM audio
bandwidth can be made, let’s say, twice as wide without requiring doubling the RF bandwidth.
But why standard SSB has such low bandwidth and audio quality? Well, because long ago ham bands
were over crowed by people trying to make DX in AM. In AM there is about 50% of power lost in the
carrier, which has no voice information although simplifies a lot the transceiver construction and
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stability requirements. And AM needs twice the RF bandwidth compared to SSB. Moving to SSB
meant that twice as many ham operators could coexist in the same band with twice the effective
power… But with the use of VHF and UHF frequencies for local contacts, HF bands are not as over
crowed as they were. So, why not to increase a bit the SSB TX bandwidth and audio quality? This is
when E-SSB appeared.
E-SSB, which stands for Enhanced SSB or Extended SSB, and it’s just that: to care more about the
audio quality than about the S-meter. True, we’re going to lose some power density (not much, as
most of the voice power is below 3 kHz) and occupy more bandwidth (probably less than the old
AM), but the gain in audio quality can be… spectacular: except for the background noise, SSB will
sound almost like FM.

The theory: Modulator/demodulator architecture and calculations
If you want to understand how are going to do this, start downloading the ICOM IC-756 Service
Manual. It’s easy to find on the web. Then, if you look at page 10-01, you’ll see the audio path and
the DSP board block diagram.
The transceiver modulator architecture in AM and SSB is based around a DSP that generates, from
the audio chain, a mathematically pure AM and SSB signals at an IF near 16 kHz. Then, this IF is
moved to the TX frequency of interest by a classical filter and mixer chains.
Curiously, the IF filters on the TX RF chain are quite wide. This rig doesn’t rely on crystal filters to set
the TX audio bandwidth as the DSP already generates a pure SSB signal – no carrier, no vestigial
sideband. Good for us, this simplifies things a lot.
Also, contrary to more modern rigs, the IC-756 DSP neither has a sharp cutoff on the audio
bandwidth (at least mine’s). If so, this little project would have been way more complicated. Instead,
the TX audio bandwidth is limited by a switched-capacitor, 8th-order low-pass filter on the audio
chain, built around a Maxim’s MAX297 discrete IC (named IC412 on the DSP board). I recommend
you read also the DSP board circuit schematic on page 11-1 of the service manual.
Now, if you’re interested in technical details, I recommend you take a look in to the MAX297
datasheet. You’ll quickly see that the filter’s bandwidth can just be changed by replacing a single
component, the capacitor clock (namely C491 on the DSP board). By making a few calculations based
on the MAX297 datasheet, you can estimate the capacitor value required for the bandwidth you
want.
C491
240 pF
180 pF
150 pF
135 pF
120 pF

Filter bandwidth
2.9 kHz
3.8 kHz
4.6 kHz
5.0 kHz
5.7 kHz

Table 1. MAX297 switched-capacitor filter bandwidth vs. clock capacitance (in bold, original value)

However, there is also an analog filter based on the operational amplifier integrated in the MAX297.
This filter shall not limit the TX audio bandwidth, so its bandwidth needs to be higher than the elliptic
filter, so we can select,
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C492
470 pF
330 pF

C493
2.2 nF
1.5 nF

Analogue TX filter bandwidth
4.7 kHz
6.6 kHz

Table 2. MAX297 analogue filter bandwidth vs. capacitance values (in bold, original value)

This will increase our SSB /AM TX bandwidth up to the 5 kHz range and beyond. In order to reduce it
when the band is over crowed, I recommend that you add a switchable audio filter in your
microphone audio chain to limit the splattering you may cause in the adjacent channel.
On the receiver side, the SSB RX bandwidth is set mainly by the crystal filter in use and the audio lowpass filter. The AM RX bandwidth is quite high already, in fact, W2ENY sells a replacement ceramic
filter in order to reduce it, so no need to worry. About SSB, you’ll need a new filter if you want to be
serious on this. If you’re happy with a 3.3 kHz RX bandwidth, you can install an ICOM FL-257 3.3 kHz
SSB-wide filter on the available 455 kHz filter slot. As this was not enough for me, I decided to look
for an alternative, an ICOM FL-33 6kHz AM filter for the 9 MHz filter slot. Note, however, that since
the center frequency of this filter is 9.01 MHz instead of the 9.0115 MHz expected for an SSB filter,
you will need to move full clockwise the 9MHz PBT control of the rig to get reasonable symmetry
between USB and LSB modes.
The SSB RX audio low-pass filter will also need some tweaking. This second-order filter is built around
an operational amplifier (IC414d on the DSP board), and just two components need replacement:
C418
150 pF
86 pF

C419
300 pF
180 pF

RX filter bandwidth
3.3 kHz
5.6 kHz

Table 3. SSB RX audio filter bandwidth vs. capacitance values (in bold, original value)

The measurements have shown that despite those changes the RX bandwidth does not reach 5.6 kHz
as it should. Probably, the DSP or some other analog filters are still limiting the SSB RX bandwidth.
However, the frequency response is not too sharp and can be equalized externally.

The soldering: Component replacement and filter installation
This mod involves replacing 0603-size SMD components. If you don’t have the experience or the
technology required to do so, I encourage you to find someone who does or forget about this mod
right now. No kidding, those procedures are delicate to do and you may irreparably damage your rig.
All required changes are done in the DSP board (see Figure 2). This board is attached to the main
board, located in the bottom side of the transceiver and can be removed by gently pulling it. All
passives to be replaced are 0603 size.
The components to be changed are marked in Figure 3 and Figure 4. All those pictures were taken
after the mod was performed. I’ve also marked resistor R426 on the figure. This doesn’t affect the TX
bandwidth, but sets the AM mic gain. I’ve found that my rig has a way-too-excessive audio gain
in AM, so I took the opportunity to change this resistor from the original 680 Ω to a more reasonable
22 kΩ. For C491 I’ve selected a 135 pF capacitance by soldering a 120 pF + a 15 pF capacitor one
in top of each other in order to get about 5 kHz audio TX bandwidth. Not a nice patch, but it works
quite reliably.
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Figure 2. The DSP board.

Figure 3. DSP board, top view.

Figure 4. DSP board, bottom view.
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The FL-33 filter has a low input resistance, contrary to what this rig expects. This causes shorts on the
filter selection DC signals, so I’ve added two series capacitors at both ends of the filter and
rearranged the pin connections to accommodate for the filter socket. For this, I’ve made a simple
adaptor by just using a prototyping PCB (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. FL-33 filter PCB adaptor board

After the filter is installed, you’ll have to go to the filter setup menu and declare the filter FL-223
installed. Then you’ll be able to select between the normal RX bandwidth (USB / LSB modes) and the
wide RX bandwidth (USB-N / LSB-N modes).

The results: Bandwidth measurements
For measuring the RX bandwidth, the spectrum power of the static noise on an empty channel was
measured by sampling the audio though the rear ACC connection. Not the most exact technique, but
the easiest to do.
The results are presented in the following figure. Note that the both the low and high-frequency
responses have been improved, giving a reasonably flat response in the range of 50 Hz to 4 kHz.
Further equalization may improve this range a little on the high side.
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For measuring the TX bandwidth, a signal generator was connected to the microphone input and the
output power was manually measured (I estimate a ±10% of measurement error). In order to
eliminate the effect of the ALC compression, the mic gain was adjusted so 50W of output power was
measured. It should be noted that the original design of the ACC port gives a very bad high frequency
response. This is can also be fixed by just replacing some components, but that’s a matter for
another document. Now, the results:
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The native wide SSB response is plotted in the right subfigure with green trace. In the same plot, the
blue trace is the response by setting the internal equalizer to bass +6 dB and treble +2 dB. As you see,
the TX bandwidth has been extended to about 4.9 kHz !!!
It should be mentioned that across the audio pass band some ripple of about ±5 W can be measured.
I suspect this is caused by the internal equalizer itself, although since this is barely noticeable and
easy to correct with an external equalizer I didn’t devoted much time investigating it.

A final note: Be considerate
Don’t splatter into anyone’s ear. If there are QSO’s on adjacent channels, limit your TX bandwidth.
And more important: keep your audio and compressor settings at moderate levels. If you just use
your additional bandwidth to transmit distortion, you’ll be better heard with a lower TX bandwidth.
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